Search to find the answers, then try the bonus.
10-12 Correct = GENIUS!; 8-10 Correct = BRILLIANT!; 6-8 Correct = SMART!; 8> KEEP TRYING!
Don’t forget to fill in your favorite facts!

**IN THESE HILLS**

What continent did the banjo originally come from?
Who invented the Cotton Gin?
What was the cause of the decline in cotton production in Cleveland County?
How were the Cleveland Springs discovered?
Favorite Fact:

**OUT OF CAROLINA**

What did mill owners do to discourage unions?
What national company became a sponsor for Nashville music and when did they begin to sponsor Flatt & Scruggs?
What was the name of Earl Scruggs’ first band?
When did Earl Scruggs debut at the Grand Ole Opry?
Favorite Fact:

**THE TURNING ROAD**

What caused the breakup of the Foggy Mountain Boys?
Name the first interracial band in the Shelby area.
What is another name for the Claw Hammer style of strumming and why is it called this?
In Harold Watson’s oral history, what was all music played from when he started working in radio?
Favorite Fact:

**BONUS!**
In the entrance, which banjo has Earl’s photograph on the back?